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The pulse-e ho te hnique determines the propagation time of a ousti wave bursts in
a uid over a known propagation distan e. It is limited by the signal quality of the
re eived e hoes of the a ousti wave bursts, whi h degrades with de reasing density
of the uid due to a ousti impedan e and attenuation ee ts. Signal sampling is
signi antly improved in this work by burst design and signal pro essing su h that
a wider range of thermodynami states an be investigated. Applying a Fourier
Transformation based digital lter on a ousti wave signals in reases their signal-tonoise ratio and enhan es their time and amplitude resolutions, improving the overall
measurement a ura y. In addition, burst design leads to te hni al advantages for
determining the propagation time due to the asso iated onditioning of the e ho. It
is shown that the a ording operation pro edure enlarges the measuring range of the
pulse-e ho te hnique for super riti al argon and nitrogen at 300 K down to 5 MPa,
where it was limited to around 20 MPa before.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A ousti measurements allow for a fast and onvenient a ess to the speed of sound, whi h
is a full-edged thermodynami property. Su h measurements ontribute substantially to the
development and parameterization of fundamental Helmholtz equations of state (FEOS) for
uids1 , be ause a urate speed of sound data an e iently be obtained over a large range
of temperature and pressure. The most ommon measuring prin iple for determining the
speed of sound of liquids is the pulse-e ho te hnique, whi h was introdu ed by Kortbeek et
al.2 in 1985. In this method, a burst of sound waves, emitted by an ex ited quartz rystal,
propagates through the uid over a known distan e, is ree ted and propagates ba k to the
quartz rystal that also a ts as a re eiver for the e hoes. Two approa hes for measuring the
propagation time of the wave burst are applied: a) The propagation time of a single wave
burst is determined dire tly3 . b) The propagation time is determined through an elation
by interferen e, whi h takes pla e at the quartz rystal after emission and ree tion of a
se ond wave burst4,5 . Usually, interferen e of the e hoes is a hieved manually by visualizing
the resulting wave signals by means of an os illos ope4,6 .
Both approa hes heavily depend on the os illos ope's sampling resolution of the re eived
wave signals, whi h limits the a ura y of the time measurement. To in rease this a ura y,
Ball and Trusler3 introdu ed in 2001 a signal analysis that is based on a ross- orrelation of
the two e hoes, whi h was optimized by a paraboli t.
Another numeri al route for signal enhan ement is to apply a Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) based digital lter to the ree ted wave signal. FFT ltering in reases the signal-tonoise ratio and redu es oset ee ts due to hardware and other unwanted side ee ts7 . FFT
ltering not only enhan es the a ura y of the propagation time measurement, and thus the
determination of the speed of sound, in ombination with numeri al analysis it may also
simplify the measurement pro ess.

II.

MEASUREMENT APPROACHES

The measurement prin iple of the pulse-e ho te hnique8,9 is based on a sample ell that
has two known propagation path lengths l1 and l2 , where l2 > l1 . By emitting a modulated
high frequen y wave burst with a piezoele tri quartz rystal, whi h is positioned between
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two ree tors in the uid, the speed of sound c is determined by the time measurement of
the wave propagation through the uid, f. Fig 1. The speed of sound, negle ting dispersion
and dira tion ee ts, is given by the following ratio of propagation distan e and time
c=

2(l2 − l1 )
.
∆t

(1)

Two approa hes are used: The single wave burst approa h determines the propagation
time dieren e ∆t between the two e hoes, whi h is aused by the dierent propagation
path lengths l1 and l2 , by measuring it dire tly with a orrelation method3,7 . With the
interferen e approa h, as introdu ed by Kortbeek et al.2 and later modied by Meier5 , the
propagation time dieren e ∆t is measured with the help of an additional se ond inverse
wave burst. Interferen e o urs between the se ond e ho of the rst wave burst and the rst
e ho of the se ond inverse wave burst, if the se ond wave burst is emitted with a delay of
∆t, f. Fig. 1. By manually adjusting ∆t, the maximum interferen e an be visually lo ated

with an os illos ope4,6 .
2nd Burst

1st Burst

FIG. 1. Prin iple of the pulse-e ho te hnique for the single wave approa h (∆t is the time differen e between the re eived e hoes of the wave burst) and interferen e approa h (∆t is the time
dieren e between rst and se ond inverse wave bursts, whi h an el out at the quartz due to total
interferen e).
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III.

SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT

Independent on the measurement approa h, determining the speed of sound with a high
a ura y requires an undistorted e ho signal with a high resolution in time and amplitude
as well as low random noise level. To exemplify the asso iated hallenges, the resolution of
the os illos ope employed in the present work (Agilent DSO1022A) in terms of the voltage
amplitude was seemingly rather poor at 256 samples (8 bit) ompared to its time resolution
of 10200 samples (separated by 8 ns). However, at a typi al resonan e frequen y of 8 MHz,
this time resolution yields only 15.6 samples per os illation period and thus ae ts the
un ertainty of the time measurement by about 8 ns. This quantization at low resolution
auses a strong distortion of the signal, whi h is also inuen ed by random noise.
Applying a FFT based band-pass lter algorithm for signal enhan ement is a reliable
routine in the present ontext as shown by Benedetto et al.7. It helps to eliminate ambient
noise as well as signal distortion and it on urrently in reases the resolution of the e ho
signal. The width of the band-pass lter should be narrow enough to eliminate most of the
noise and wide enough to preserve the original signal shape. In this work, a band-pass lter
of ± 20% around 8 MHz (6.4 to 9.6 MHz) was hosen, all other frequen y terms were set to
zero.
The resolution in time was in reased by zero padding in the frequen y domain. This was
done by appending zero values to the negative and positive end of the Fourier transformed
signal data. This did not ae t the shape of the signal, but it quadrupled the number of
data points by in reasing the number of terms in the frequen y domain a ordingly10 . Both
algorithms were implemented into a data a quisition system and are e ient for interpolating
large numbers of data points, in reasing the amplitude resolution from 8 bit as provided by
the os illos ope to 64 bit (double) oating-point format with a fourfold resolution in time.
Fig. 2 depi ts a se tion of an in reasing e ho at low voltage amplitude from the os illos ope
and the same e ho re onstru ted via FFT with a 6.4 to 9.6 MHz band-pass lter. The
quantization of the raw e ho signal, noise that randomly auses peaks and the voltage oset
are visible. The re onstru ted signal has a onsiderably higher resolution both in terms of
amplitude and time, while noise, oset voltage and distortion were signi antly redu ed.
Fig. 3 (a) displays a raw signal with a high noise ratio as re orded by the os illos ope.
Fig. 3 (b) shows that the absolute value of the frequen y spe trum of the signal lies in the
4

FIG. 2. Detailed view on an e ho signal and its FFT re onstru ted form. Raw signal (+), re onstru ted signal (•), oset voltage (- - -).

FIG. 3. (a): Raw e ho signal with oset voltage, noise and resolution defe ts due to sampling limits
of the os illos ope; (b): absolute value of the frequen y spe trum of the e ho signal; ( ): e ho signal
re onstru ted by FFT.

range from about 7.6 to 8.3 MHz, whi h was not ae ted by the band-pass lter. (Note
that a too narrow band-pass lter might ut o ru ial properties of the signal.) After
transforming the signal ba k to the time domain, noise and oset voltage were strongly
redu ed, f. Fig 3 ( ). FFT, band-pass ltering and re onstru tion lead to signal data that
are mu h better suited for subsequent numeri al operations as dis ussed in the following.
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FIG. 4. Top: First (1) and se ond (2) e ho signals as re onstru ted by FFT; bottom: magnied
view on both e ho maxima indi ating ∆t via peak-to-peak measurement (time between periods
with maximum amplitude) and Hilbert transform (time between the envelope maxima); raw e ho
signal from os illos ope ⊙; e ho signal re onstru ted by FFT ; Hilbert transform - - -.
IV.

TIME MEASUREMENT WITH PEAK-TO-PEAK METHOD AND

HILBERT TRANSFORM

For determining the propagation time dieren e ∆t with the single burst approa h different methods an be applied, f. Ball and Trusler3 . In ase of short ex itation bursts
in dense liquids, whi h lead to short e hoes be ause of negligible a ousti impedan e and
attenuation ee ts, ∆t may well be identied as the time between the maximum amplitudes
of both e hoes, f. Fig. 4 (top). The maximum amplitudes o ur at the equivalent time
interval in both e hoes11 and therefore ∆t an be derived dire tly from the timing of the
maximum amplitudes. This method was applied here to the minimum and maximum peak
and is termed peak-to-peak measurement (PPM) in the following. Fig. 4 (bottom) indi ates
∆t between the maximum peaks of both e hoes with a high resolution. Note that noise

inhibits measuring ∆t by lo alizing the start or the end of the two e ho waves.
Another method for determining ∆t is to evaluate the Hilbert transform (HT) of the
e ho signals, whi h may be obtained from basi Fourier analysis and is widely used to map
raw periodi fun tions into analyti al signals, that represents the envelope of their varying
magnitude12. The HT envelope fun tions yield ∆t via their maxima, f. Fig. 4 (bottom).
Under ideal onditions, where the e hoes are perfe t, time measurement by single and
6

double burst methods, PPM and HT should yield throughout the same ∆t. However, it was
observed in this work that PPM and HT do not ne essarily onverge to the same ∆t under
hallenging onditions where the uid density is low, f. Fig. 4 (bottom). The results from
HT seemed to be less reliable, parti ularly in ase of weak signals with a high noise level in
ombination with a narrow band-pass lter.

V.

LIMITATIONS OF PULSE-ECHO APPROACHES

All pulse-e ho approa hes are limited by the quality of the e hoes12,13 , whi h is inuen ed
by a ousti impedan e and attenuation. These ee ts predominantly play a role in low
density uids, i.e. gases up to the riti al region14 and other highly attenuating liquids15,16 ,
and impede the readability of the e hoes.
The following problems may result: First, the interferen e approa h requires e hoes with
a plateau shaped amplitude ( f. Fig. 5 (a)), whi h do not develop in low density uids.
Se ond, the shape of the e hoes be omes so distorted that the interferen e and orrelation
approa hes do not onverge ( f. Fig. 5 (b)). Third, the e hoes overlap and interfere due to
their in reased temporal extension so that they annot be distinguished anymore ( f. Fig. 5
( )). Fourth, the e ho signal amplitudes de line to zero so that they vanish in the noise.
Fig. 6 illustrates present results from dierent methods for the speed of sound measurement of gaseous and super riti al nitrogen at 300 K up to a pressure of about 52 MPa
ompared to the highly a urate FEOS by Span et al.17 . All experimental results show a
de reasing negative trend with respe t to the baseline of the FEOS towards low pressure.
This is aused by e ho distortion, whi h indu es a temporal extension and a shift of the
maximum of the e ho periods. Uneven e ho distortion leads to a larger temporal extension
of the se ond e ho, due to its larger propagation distan e, than in ase of the rst e ho.
Therefore, the orrelation method and the PPM sample larger ∆t. E ho distortion has
a stronger impa t on PPM and HT, whi h depend on the maximum amplitude periods,
than on the orrelation method, whi h depends on the entire e ho signal. Therefore, measurements below 25 MPa show progressive deviations of up to almost -4 % in ase of the
orrelation method and up to about -8 % and for PPM and HT at 10 MPa. Below 10 MPa,
measurements were not feasible here with any pulse-e ho method that has been des ribed
in the literature, whereas above 25 MPa all methods onverged.
7

FIG. 5. Limitations of pulse-e ho approa hes due to a ousti impedan e and attenuation illustrated
via Hilbert transforms. (a) The interferen e approa h requires e hoes with a plateau shaped amplitude as shown here for liquid water at ambient onditions; (b) distorted e hoes in nitrogen at 300
K and 10 MPa; ( ) distorted and overlapping e hoes in nitrogen at 300 K and 7 MPa.

FIG. 6. Speed of sound measurements of nitrogen at 300 K up to a pressure of about 52 MPa for
orrelation method (◦), peak-to-peak measurement for minimum (▽) and maximum (△) amplitudes
and Hilbert transform (×) ompared to the FEOS by Span et al.17 .
VI.

PULSE DESIGN

For obtaining e hoes with a maximum that is better readable in ase of the single burst
approa h, the burst should be reated with only few periods that are modulated by in reasing
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and de reasing the ex itation. Thus, the quartz rystal ex itation was modulated here by
a sinus burst to whi h a narrow bandwidth window fun tion (sinus squared) was applied.
This has the additional advantage that its narrow-band signal is damping the frequen y
spe trum su h that the distortion of the signal was minimized18.
In gaseous uids, the shape of the e hoes is less similar to the rystal ex itation than
in liquid-like uids. The lower the uid density, the more burst and e ho dier from ea h
other. This is aused by the sustained os illation of the quartz rystal due to the low
a ousti impedan e of the uid, where the kineti energy of the os illating quartz rystal is
not e iently transmitted to the uid. Compared to liquids, gases have a signi antly lower
a ousti impedan e I0 = ρ · c, whi h quanties the resistan e of the uid to the propagation
of sound19 , mainly due to their low density ρ. Ex iting the quartz rystal with fewer periods
does not alter the problem of a sustained e ho.
Fig. 7 (top) depi ts a sinus-modulated burst of 20 periods and the orresponding e ho
in nitrogen at 300 K and 10 MPa. For better visibility, the e ho is plotted with a shifted
time axis that mat hes with the start of the ex itation burst. Note that the amplitude axis
s ales for ex itation and e ho were hosen a ording to their dierent magnitudes. This
omparison shows that the e ho is mu h longer than the ex itation burst and that it rea hes
its maximum amplitude with a delay.
In order to prevent a sustained os illation of the quartz rystal, a brake fun tion was
introdu ed here. The braking was performed by a 180◦ phase shifted burst immediately
following the regular initial burst (20 periods with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 10 V) to
whi h the same sinus squared window fun tion was applied and that was adjustable in its
number of periods. Thereby, the os illation of the quartz rystal was mat hed to the a ousti
impedan e that varies for dierent thermodynami states of the uid. To a hieve an exa t
phase shift of the brake fun tion, the ex itation frequen y was set to the a tual resonan e
frequen y of the quartz rystal, whi h was 7.98 MHz in the present ase. Fig. 7 (bottom)
shows the resulting e ho of an ex itation burst with an additional brake fun tion of 17
periods as des ribed above. The e ho amplitude has a urved shape that is mu h better
suited for subsequent analysis. It rea hes its maximum amplitude approximately at the time
of the maximum amplitude of the brake fun tion and it de ays mu h faster than without a
brake fun tion.
Fig. 8 shows the shape of both e hoes of the ex itation bursts illustrated in Fig. 7 with
9

FIG. 7. Ex itation burst and e ho in nitrogen at 300 K and 10 MPa. Top: Sinusoidal ex itation
of 20 periods and its e ho; bottom: sinusoidal ex itation of 20 periods with a brake fun tion of 17
periods and its restrained e ho. Dashed lines indi ate the Hilbert transform of the e ho shown in
the upper half of the gure.

and without brake fun tion. For better visibility, only the HT envelopes of the signals were
plotted. In ase of an ex itation burst with 20 periods and a brake fun tion of 17 periods,
no peak shift o urred and the maxima were lo ated at period number 30 of both e hoes.
Without a brake fun tion, the maximum amplitude appears at period number 49 of the rst
e ho and period number 81 of the se ond e ho be ause of uneven e ho distortion. Measuring
∆t as the time interval between the peaks in the latter ase would thus lead to wrong results.

The sinus-modulated burst with a brake fun tion yields a very distin tive e ho due to
the narrow peak of its amplitude resulting from the fast de ay, lo ating the period with
the maximum amplitude in both e hoes at the same position. For e hoes from modulated
ex itations without a brake fun tion this is not the ase, f. Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Hilbert transform of rst and se ond e hos in nitrogen at 300 K and 10 MPa. With a break
fun tion () the position of the maximum amplitude is the same in both e hoes; without there
is an uneven a peak shift (- - -). The numbers indi ate the maximum periods of the e hoes.
VII.

EXTENSION OF THE MEASUREMENT RANGE FOR GASES

Argon and nitrogen in their gaseous state are well suited as examples for assessing the
present method that aims at extending the measurement range of the pulse-e ho te hnique
with burst design and signal pro essing. Due to their importan e and availability at high
purity (in this work with a given impurity for argon of ≤ 10 ppm and for nitrogen of ≤ 8
ppm, both pur hased at Linde), these uids have been measured by many authors2023 .
At around ambient temperature, a minimum pressure for argon of 15 MPa was determined
by Meier and Kabela
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and of 100 MPa by Kortbeek et al.2 and for nitrogen of 20 MPa by

Meier5 and Gedanitz22 for measuring the speed of sound using the pulse-e ho te hnique
with the interferen e approa h. These authors were not able to distinguish the e hoes below
these pressure limits, due to the hallenges of the pulse-e ho approa hes dis ussed above.
Fig. 9 (top) depi ts the speed of sound of argon at 300 K up to 52 MPa measured with
the orrelation method, the PPM for minimum and maximum amplitude and the HT using
the brake fun tion in omparison to the FEOS by Tegeler et al.24 . From 52 MPa down to
about 25 MPa all applied methods onverge to the baseline of the FEOS. Below 25 MPa, the
deviations for measurements arried out with the orrelation method in rease up to -3.4 %
at 5 MPa be ause of uneven e ho distortion. PPM and HT lead to onsistent results down
to 5 MPa. Below that pressure, measurements were not possible here be ause of insu ient
signal readability.
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FIG. 9. Top: Speed of sound measurements of argon at 300 K up to a pressure of about 52 MPa
with orrelation method (◦), PPM for minimum (▽) and maximum (△) amplitudes and Hilbert
transform (×) with applied brake fun tion; bottom: magnied view of top. The error bars were
omitted for better visibility.

For low pressures the PPM lead to a number of measuring points with almost onstant
osets. These dis rete osets result from misleading minimum and maximum peak amplitudes with a time dieren e of 1/(8 MHz) = 0.125 µs due to signal noise and sampling rate
of the os illos ope. This oset in reases towards higher pressure, starting at 5 MPa with
±0.2% to almost ±0.3% at 25 MPa due to the ratio of propagation distan e and time, f.

Fig. 9 (bottom) and Eq. (1). In ontrast to the PPM, the HT method does not depend on
dis rete periods for ∆t measurements and responds to signal noise by s attering results for
pressures below 30 MPa. Fig. 9 (bottom) is a magnied view on Fig. 9 (top) and depi ts
the results from PPM for minimum and maximum amplitudes and HT in a deviation range
of ±0.1 % over the pressure.
The present measurements were arried out with an apparatus based on the pulse-e ho
12

FIG. 10. Top: Speed of sound measurements of argon at 350 K up to a pressure of about 45 MPa
with PPM for minimum (▽) and maximum (△) amplitudes, Estrada-Alexanders and Trusler23
(+), Meier and Kabela
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(◦) ompared to the FEOS by Tegeler et al.24 ; bottom: Speed of sound

measurements of nitrogen at 300 K up to a pressure of about 36 MPa for PPM for minimum (▽)
and maximum (△) amplitudes, Costa-Gomez et al.20 (+), Meier5 (◦) ompared to the FEOS by
Span et al.17 .

te hnique with double path length as presented re ently9 . The overall un ertainties of up
to ±0.06% are mainly due to the un ertainty of the pressure (±100 Pa) and temperature
(±15 mK) measurement. The un ertainty of pressure measurement alone is responsible for
almost up to ±0.05 % of the un ertainty, f. Fig. 10. The overall un ertainty, however, is
within the experimental error. With an in reasing temporal extension of the e ho due to
distortion, as seen for low density uids, the determination of the speed of sound may be
oset due to the ambiguity of the maximum period, f. Fig. 9. This problem ae ts the
interferen e approa h and the orrelation method as well. Therefore, measurements should
be arried out starting from a high density, where results are unambiguous, going down to
13

low density state points step by step.

VIII.

CONCLUSION

It was shown that the dire t time dieren e measurement approa h with burst design and
signal pro essing, either based on PPM or on the HT, has advantages over the traditional
orrelation method as well as the interferen e method for uids in gaseous and super riti al
states. The present results show that speed of sound measurements for argon and nitrogen
are feasible with the pulse-e ho te hnique down to a pressure of 5 MPa at ambient temperature. Hen e, the new pro edure extends the measurement range of the pulse-e ho te hnique
so that it better overlaps with that of other speed of sound measurement te hniques. E.g.,
argon was measured by Estrada-Alexanders and Trusler23 in a spheri al resonator up to a
pressure of 19 MPa.
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